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DAY — JANUARY 24. 1969

1
Selected As A Beat All Round Kentucky CommUna4 Newspaper

I I

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

United Press International
*

jSeen&Heard

Around

e work.
loapitals were overloaded,
I Dr. .I.Amar Puryear said art one-third of the patients he
bled- had "serious injuries."
unteers helped him through
medical crisis, he said.
ba first tornado struck at
rill, skipping from Hariehurst
larrisville and spawning two
ir twister( that dipped into
ller communities and farm
is. Most residents still were
ep when the tornado whirled
it daybreak.
)me residents tried to sound
arning.
Told To Pray
lomeone came to my door
yelled for me to 'get under
bed and pray, pray, pray',
an elderly woman, who
not hurt.
Sees toppled, utility poles
pod, gas and water mains
t, cars spun crazily like
houses collapsed.
10 Gilmore
house, where
Gilmore lived with his 13
Iron and a granddaughter,
lifted 70 yards from its
ont block foundation to a
pond.
was like the world was
ng to an end," said Bessie
ore, 20, who later grabbed
daughter Lynette, 1, and
young brothers from the

more, with a broken
ered unclothed to a
where he asked his
Alex, to help him
da children.

arm,
saw
bin.
look

's Record,
YoR1C- -"‘ UP!I — Ken. under' veteran coach
t Ruinp. has made a rec18 appearances in the
i basketball; championship

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, January 25, 1969

Dr. Robert Ahup
Speaker For Meet
Robertson PTA

10* Per Copy

Vol. LXXXX No. 21

Rev. Dancy Speaker
Mick and Car For
Kirksey PTA Crux Of Inquiry, Whether
Wreck Occurs
gucher Resisted Enough

Rev. Charles Dancy, minister
Methodist
Kuksey
of the
'Ci'ilfeh, will be the guest speaker'at the meeting Of the Kirkauthorities did not want their
Sy JACK V. FOX
A truck and car collision oc sey Elementary School ParentCORONADO, Calif. (UPI) — guards to see Pueblo crewmen
curred last night at ten o'clock Teacher Association to be held
on North 12th Street at Olive Tuesday, January 28, at 1:36 The crux of a court of inquiry practicing religion.
Rottenness of the situation,
The only other portion o f
into the seizure of the USS PueStreet, according to the report p.m. at the school.
whether it is tragic, humorous,
filed by the Investigating of- 'took Back to Go Forward blo is whether Cmdr. Lloyd M. Friday's testimony made public
amusing or spectacular, there
ficers of the Murray Police De- in Home and Family Life" is Bucher exhausted his power to was Bucher's statement memare always odd coincidences.
ben of the crew were beaten
partment. No injuries were re- the theme of the program. Mrs. resist the attack.
after the North Koreans reagood
has
placed
Bucher
a
ported.
This proves to be the ow with
Dwight Watson will give the deshare of the blame on his Navy lized they made obscene gesVehicles involved were a 1965 votion.
the assassinations of Luther
tures in propaganada photoChevrolet two door hardtop
King, Bob Kennedy, and John
Special entertainment will be superiors and the U.S. governowned by W. A. Cunningham by Mrs. Lillie Farris' first grade ment for the loss of the intel- graphs distributed worldwide.
Kennedy.
Other Navy officers were exligence ship and testified that
end driven by Reedy Lynn Cun- students.
The Hasei Elementary School has recently teemed • ningham, 1624 Magnolia Drive; Hostesses for the social hour once the North Koreans set pected to testify during the
• A* a -leek at the following:
Safety Patrol group. Those students participating in this ere end a 1956 Ford pickup owned will be the third grade moth- foot on the Pueblo he no long- closed sessions why the decisL - K (Luther King)
ion was made in Japan to not
Wayne tielsapple, Captain; David Waters,, Captain; Wayne by David Trapp of Benton Route ers, Mrs Miss Humphreys and er had the power to resist.
B - K (Bob Kennedy)
During secret sessions of the send U.S. fighter planes to the
Brendett, Loyd McClure, Kenneth Barnett, Randy Wilasea Seven and driven by Paul Way- Mrs. Darnell, teachers.
J - K (John Kennedy)
aid of the Pueblo after Bucher
Lee CnOchfield, Male Wilkinson. Kent Waters, Ricky King, 'Ion Lassiter of Beaten Route
Ori the left we have LI3.1 and
Mrs. Buddy Anderson, presi- court today and Monday, the of- radioed it was being seized by
B
ucher
were
above
ficers
who
Three.
Denny Futrell, Donnie Russell, KOMI/ Lawrence, Roger
on the right we have KKK.
dent, urges all members and inin the chain of command when North Korean gunboats.
Cunningham was going north terested persons to attend.
Standen, Dale Brandon, and Tim Erwin.
The whole thing does not have
The officers who went into
the ship was seized will give
on
North
12th
Street
and
had
any meaning whatsoever. Just
Friday's session were Cap(
story.
of
the
their
side
stopped
to
make
a
left
turn
on.
a coincidence.
The court has advised the Thomas L Dwyer, assistant
to Olive Street. Lassiter, also
41-year-old Pueblo skipper he chief of staff for intelligence,
going north on the same street,
Councilman Heron West invite
was "suspected" of violating a Naval Forces Japan at the time
said he did not see the Cunr.ed members of the City Cogan,.
of the seizure; and Capt. For0 •ell and department beads to
ingham car to stop quick enA breakin of a car was re- U.S. Navy regulation forbidd- rest Pease, chief of staff for
a
ough to avoid hitting it in the ported yesterday at 1:10 p.m. ing a commanding officer to
steak dinner at the Holiday Inn
"permit his command to be commander Naval Forces JaThursday evening before the
The Great Books Discusidon rear end, according to the po- to the Murray Police Departsearched by any person repre- pan.
lice
report.
council meeting. We were inment.
Group will meet on its regular
Rear Adm. Frank L. Johnson,
Damage
to
the
car
was
on
vited. There 11 hardly anything
George Cumbee, Springer senting a foreign state or per- commander of the Navy in Jameeting night, Monday, January
Ten persons have been chargunder
the
personnel
mit
any
of
the
rear
end
and
to
the
truck
that tortes better than a free ed, entered pleas of guilty, and
Hall, Murray State University,
27 at 7:00 pm. These meetings
pan in 1968 and Commandsteak dinner.
said his 1965 Chevrolet Impala his command to be removed ant of the 13th Naval District in
are held in the Murray-Callo- on the front end.
fined'in the City Court of City
so
long
as
command
from
the
This
is
the
3;nd
wreck
report
was broken into while parked
Judge Pro-Tom Charlie EMT
Fred Henry who had been way County Library.
Seattle, Wash., was expected to
he has the power to resist."
filed by the Murray Police De- 'on a University parking lot.
The First Baptist Church bul- duriug the past week. Judge Indicted for "wilful
shooting The discussion group will be- partment for the city of
The charge could be raised appear before the court of inMur- The vent in the left window
letin had this: "The best way William H. (Jake) Dunn is an with intent to kill" in the Sep gin the second set of books at
quiry during the next few days.
ray in the month of January.
to do good is to lb it without operative patient at the Baptist tember 1988 term
had been broken to gain entry. at a subsequent court martial if
of Circuit this meeting. Thgk book to be
A Sears Roebuck tape pfayer the five admirals which com•thought of reward, regardless Memorial Hospital, Memphis, Court in Calloway County was discussed is Berlin Mellville's
prise the court of inquiry reof the attention we get, whe- Tenn.
was reported stolen.
returned to the Calloway Co- "Billy Budd". Mrs. Solon Bucy
ther we are appreciated or not, Records show the following unty Jail on Friday, according will lead the discussion.
Ctunbee told police the theft commend one be held.
Bucher's attorney believes
where no one else is doing it, occurred:
occurred sometime between
The Great Books program is
to county officials.
end at a time when it is needmidnight January 19 and 11 the executive sessions will be
C. G. Love, shoplifting, aCircuit Court Clerk James based on the idea that people
crucial to the skipper's bid for
ed it the most."
am. January 25.
mended to disorderly conduct, Blalock said the indictment was can help one another to learn
exoneration for the loss of the
fined $60.00 cods i4.50.
made following a shooting at by reading and then discussing
Pueblo.
Someone once said that one of
some of the best books that
A. B. Jewell, speeding, fined a trailer on July 23, 1988.
the beg feelings in the world $15.00 coats
Bucher testified that Rear
Sheriff Fannie Stubblefield have been written during the
Is to be caught at doing a good
Adm Frank L. Johnson, then
J. Roberts, public drun- said he was released on bond, past two thousand years. The
deed.
commander of Naval Forces Jakenness, fined $15.00 Cl/di' *4.- made by the Johnson Bonding Great Books offer both a chalpan, told him not to urlimber
Company of Paducah, and had lenge and a reward.
50.
A Community Development
"A
New
Church
For
A
New
$50.26 is the average for the
One mere week left in January
the Pueblo's two puny .50 call Foundation based on a model
The leaders have been trainP. J. Barnett, driving while skipped his bond
World"
is
the
theme
chosen
by
two
weeks
of
sales
of
Type
23
prethe
in
guns
machine
Henry was found in Intkana ed under the Foundations' Leaintoxicated, fined $100.00 costs
program that originated in
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., for her
Hardly seems possible that the $4.50.
and a bench warrant was certi- der Training Course. Their role dark fired tobacco on the Mur- his sermons at the two Sunday sence of foreign vessels.
Tupelo, Mississippi, is expected
ray
Market,
according
to
figbe
Jonquils will be blooming in
could
One point which
to be formed in Henry County
C. D. Kemp, speeding, fined fied for his return. He was ar- Is to ask questions that help
morning services at the First
esither moand the roily- $15.00 costs $4.50.
rested in Indiana, signed a wai- you to explore ideals in the ures released by 011ie W. Bar- United Methodist Church at 8:45 raised is whether Bucher was after a countywide meeting for
reporter
fonthe
local
nett,
marthis will enhance the limdsespe
his Interested citizens Monday at
T. D. Mitcham, running a red ver to return to "Viallowey Co--book.
and 10:50, according to t he given the authority to use
with their yellow blooms.
power to resist. That question Puryeer.
The books used may be pur- ket.
light, fined $10.00 costa $M. unty, and was brought beck
church bulletin.
The
tobacco
growers
trolls
explored
Interested Calloway
J. Seseallemer weals& Friday by the Mamma Bond- chased by the individual at a
•41'he 8unday evening service was expected to be
Crime/Meet fad extant: driving fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
ing Company.
nominal price or borrowed from 'Talloway County aed suriouild'• at seven o'clock will be a dia- when Johnsen appears in the citizens are urged and
ing
areas
have
sold
2,238:049
scroll someone's yard in an auThe prisoner. is now in the the library.
to be present at this meeting.
M. E. Cathey, shoplifting, elogue in which the minister closed sessions of the court.
.
Moabite just for the pure love mended to disorderly conduct, custody of Calloway County "The Great Books Program pounds of Type 23 tobacco on and a layman will discuss the
Bucher testified Friday the
(Continued on Pape Six)
of destruction.
Jailer Hue! Jones. His trial is can help you think clearly and the local market. This sold for implications found in the morn- North Koreans did riot attempt
fined $50.00 costs $4.50.
an
amount
of
$1,123,829.08,
acthe
of
brainwashing
outright
expected
to
be
in
the
February
independently
and have a thoD. K. Denton, disregarding
ing sermon. After this brief diaRalph Teaseneer is chsirman of stop sign, fined $10.00 costs term of Circuit Court.
roughly good time in the pro- cording to Btu-nett.
logue, the congregation will crew but tried to convince them
started
Monday,
Sales
Janthe Resolution Committee of $4.50.
ceu," said Margaret Trevathan,
have an opportunity to make America had been an aggressor
the KEA.
Librarian. Anyone may partici- uary 13, on the four Murray comments and ask questions nation for the past 100 years.
K. Todd, public drunkenness,
They sought mostly to conpate or attend these sessions floors, Doran's, Farris, Grow- The service will be held in the
fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
The funeral for Orlando H.
vince the 82 surviving crew
which are held the fourth Mon- ers, and Planters.
Gleaners'
Sunday
School
Class
Barnett said the tobacco has
members the United Stateil had Crass who died Thursday at
day night of every month.
Room.
been of good quality with very
been an aggressor ever since the Hilltop Nursing Home, Kut.
little going to the pool.
Funeral services for Robert
the American schooner, Gen. tawa, was held this morning at
L. T
Friday's local sales were for
of Murray Route
Sherman, was wrecked on the 11 o'clock at the chapel of the
Thr
174,002 pounds for $89,028.72
will be held Sunday at
Max H. Churchill Funeral Home
0
Korean coast in 1868.
L3qp. in. at the chapel of the
for an average of $51.17.
Most of the testimony during with Rev. William McKinney
NEW YORK Jan. 2.— — The J. R. Churchill Funeral Home
The figures for the second
the secret session was stamped officiating.
election of Joseph E. Blalock with Bro. C. M. Sweett officPallbearers were Boyd Jones,
week of sales were for 1,057,classified and not revealed at
Notification
has
been
receivDr. Don Hughes attended the 002 pounds with the total aas a vice president of Benn & iating.
the news briefing in late after- Raymond Jones, Toy Lee Bared
from
Mrs.
Frank
Kolb,
Jr.,
Post Graduate General Practice mount being $641,277.58 for an
MacDonough, Inc., advertising
First District PTA President, noon. The executive session nett, Ralph McLetoore, J. C.
Palibekrers will be Gerald Review at the University of Co
and public relations alielicY, was
Mays, and Thomas Forrester.
$51.21.
average
of
of
Mayfield, that the W. Z. Car- continued today and could last
announced today by T. Alexan- Ed Raspberry, Speight Williams, lorado School of Medicine, in
Tuesday, the Navy said. Burial was in the Murray Cemeaverage
through
was
week
second
This
ter
Elementary
School
PTA
has
Steve "Lax, Herbert McClure, Denver, Colorado, January 12
der Bonn, president.
Bucher also told the five ad- tery with the arrangements by
above that of the first week, been awarded Certificates for
Prior to joining Berm & Mac- Joe Green, and Donald Finney. through January 18.
investigating the seizure the Max H. Churchill Funeral
mirals
pounds
when
1,179,047
$48.41,
outstanding
work
completed
The course consisted of some
Donough in October, 1967, Mr. Interment will be in the New
Home.
Puebki. North K
the
of
$582,45L52,
.acfor
sold
wem
during
the
1967-68
school year
Blalock had been an account Liberty Cemetery in Henry of the latest developments and cording to Barnett.
The deceased is Survived by
Ii
in
the
..
fellowing fields:
executive with Doremus & Co. County, Tenn., with the arrange- treatments in medicine, pedtwo daughtens, Mrs. Roy Ross
Welfare of the Exceptional
for two years. Previously be was ments by the J. H. Churchill iatrics, dermatology, obstetrics,
and Mrs. Bailey Barnett; three
Child.
with Bache & Co. Inc. for six Funeral Home where friends gynecology, and surgical treatsons, Conley, Coy, and Thomas
GUEST
SPEAKER
A good health program boneyears in the firm's Research De- may call.
ment of trauma. Included in
Crass; 13 grandchildren; 30
fitting the children, school, and
partment where he served as
at grandchildren. ••
the course was a symposium on
Bro. Hollis % Miller, minister
community.
Taylor,
Dr.
Ralph
age
69,
died
Tesseneer,
Thursdean
of
.(. ,
editor of the Bache newswire.
the battered child.
of the University Church of
A
juvenile
protection
prothe
day
at
graduate
the
Murray-Calloway
school
at Murray
CoKr. Blalock is a member of the
Dr. Hughes also attended a
Christ, announced in the bullegram
for
the
community.
unty
State
Hospital.
He
is survived special symposium on PsychiaUniversity, was the guest
.Public Relations Society of
tin last week that his sermon toAmerica and the Wall Street by his wife, Mrs. Virginia Tay- tric Crisis on Sunday, January speaker Thursday at the Prince- The Carter PTA was further morrow will be concerned with
Ralph At Work
commended
for
a
10
per
cent
Advertising and Public Rela- lor, two daughters, two sons, 12, at the Cosmopolitan Hotel ton Kiwanis Club's Citizenship
membership increase above the important questions of how one
two stepsons, two sisters, two in Denver,
tions Amociation.
Colorado. This sym- Night banquet at the Odgen Me- previous year,
determines the content of
The public hearing Thursday
Directory-maps
pinpointing
according to a
A native of Murray, Ken- brothers, and tine grandebil- posium was sponsored by Led- morial United Methodist Church
Christian morality.
the locations of churches and
_Mils was an event. Not a single
spokesman for the PTA.
Princeton.
tucky, he received a B. A. de- dren.
The sermon last Sunday con- synagogues for the Kentucky
erle lAboratories.
present complained a- gree from the
University of
cerned the question of how the Lake and Lake Barkley tourist
bent the new zoning ordinance Kentucky
and subsequently atdoctrines of Christianity relate region are now being prepared
• Usually a public hearing in. tended the
New York Institute
to morality. •
for the 1969 season. Local char.
wolves a lot of complaining a- of
Finance. He resides in New,
The Sunday morning service ches wishing to be listed should
bout things in general, but this York City.
starts at 10:30 with Bible stu- provide information about their
one was smooth as silk.
Berm & MacDonough, Inc.
dy preceding the morning wor- services to the Land Between
was formed in October,, 1967.
ship service.
the Lakes Area Ministry, Box
Few people realize the magni- Its accounts
include Moody's
258, Benton, Ky. 42025, as soon
tude of the operations of the Investors Service,
Inc., Walsas possible.
A Ryan Milk Company. This is a ton & Co., Inc., Glore
REV. PORTER AT MEET
Forgan,
A $5 printing fee is required
big outfit which supplies not Win. R. Stoats Inc.
and SS1
only the Murray area, tut cus- Computer
Rev. William M. Porter, min- for each listing. Information
Corporation.
tomers in several states.
ister of the First Christian for the directories should inChurch, attended a consultat- clude: schedule of services, ex!Horts are underway to obtain
ion on Christian vocations Fri- act location of the church or
day at St. Peter's-By-The Lake. synagogue, and a phone num(Continued on Parse Six)
Clergymen and guidance coun- ber to call for information.
These directories will be
sel( rs from area high schools
Vatted Pr••• Im•Draa•1•••11
were participants in this con- placed in hotels, motels, resultation, sponsored by the Ken- sorts, and campgrounds of the
by United Press International
area in order to assist campers
tucky Council of Churches.
Partly cloudy and very cold
and tourists.
today and tonight. High today
CAR FIRE
mostly in the 20s. Low tonight
Rev Lloyd Cornell, director 8 to 16. Cloudier and not as
of the Baptist Student Center, cold Sunday.
The Murray Fire Department
Murray State University, will
was called at 1240 am. Friday
be the speaker at the meeting
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 355.8,
to a car fire on South 12th
of the Woman's Missionety Un- stationary; below dam 313.7, up
S. A. Donal Ray Rowlett has
Street. The car reportedly was
ion of the Blood River Baptist 1.4.
owned by Steve Palmer. The just completed his basic train.
Association to be held Monday Baridey Like. 7 a. m. 355.4,
booster was used to extinguish ing with the United State! Naat ten a. m at the Poplar stationary; below dam 320.9, up
the flames and the firemen vy at Great Lakes, 111.
Springs Baptist Church.
He is now visiting his par0.6.
were, back at the station by one
O The speaker who just returnents. Mr and Mrs. Buford Row.
Sunrise 7:05; sunset 5:14.
a.m.
ed recently with his wife and Moon sets 12:37 a. in.
lett of New Concord. He is a
two children from a month's
graduate of Calloway County
ATTENDS SNOW
visit in Hawaii, will speak on
High School.
CASINO IN SESSION President
John A. Volpe, Transportation; Charles Yost, United Napresides over a se.CITED
ONE
"Hawaii" at the meeting His
Rowlett is on a fourteen days'
sion,of his Cabinet in the White House. Clockwise iron,
tions; George P. Schultz, Labor; Winton M. Blount, PostDI. Don Hughes attended the leave and will report to Charleswife is from Hawaii and they
bottom
Robert
Mayo,
Budget,
Robert
master
H.
Health
Finch,
General;
for
William
P
Rogers;
cited
was
State;
Nixon; Melvin
One person
63rd National Western Stock ton, South Carolina, at the end
visited her parents while there.
Education and Welfaie; Walter Rickel, Inter:ter; David hi
Laird', Defense; Clifford
M. Hardin, Agriculture; George
Show Rodeo and Horse Show
Rev. Coroell will be speak- driving while intoxicated last
Kennedy,
Treasiuri:
Vice
President
Spiro
N
Romney,
Murray
Police
John
DeT. Agnew;
Housing and Urbiln Development. Bickel, Volpe „ in Denver, Colorado, on Janu of his leave He will be stationing instead of Miss Joyce Wells night by the
.
ed aboard the US.S. Samson
Mitchell.
Attorney
iInd
Generel, Maurice H. Stank commer(c.
Romney left governorships to join the administration.
nartment.
as previoutly announced.
ary 14.
DDG 10.
.. •
'
•.--titelts.7_,•••
'-'1r."7.3"",
4471.J1FIrt",,wsIte!""^

Murray

Two of Kentucky's rocirriens of mammals in
'lemma! Weekend", to be
7,arter Caves State Park.
chief naturalist., and
U professor of Zoology,
participate in the first
sponsored by the'Ken-

In Our 90th Year

Dr. Robert Alsup of the department of education, Murray
State University, will be the
guest speaker at the meeting
of the Luther Robertson Elementary School Parent-Teacher
Association to be held Monday,
January 27, at 7:30 p.m.
"Our Children Reed--Clinical and Speed Reading" will be
the theme of the talk by Dr.
Alsup.
The pledge of allegiance to
the flag will be given by Nicky
Johnson for this special "Dad's
Night" observance.
A nursery will be provided
and all parents and patrons of
the school are urged to attend.
The hosts and hostesses will
be Mr. and Mrs. Paul Shahan,
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Ray, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Grogan, and Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Turner.

Ten Persons Fined
In City Court
During Past Week

M.

Fred Henry
Is Returned
Here Friday

Tape Player Stolen
From Parked Car

Mrs. Solon Bucy
Leader For Great
Books Diiicussion

High Average
For Tobacco
Season Given

$4.50.

Local People
Invited To
Puryear Meet

Sermon Topic For
Church Announced

•

•

•

Funeral Held Today
For Orlando Crass

Robert L. Taylor
Funeral Sunday

Joseph Blalock Is
Vice-President Of
Advertising Agency

Dr. Hughes Attends
Review, Symposium
Denver, Colorado

Awards Received
By The Carter PTA

Second Sermon On
Topic Annotuiceit.

Directory Maps
Being Prepared
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Rev. Lloyd Cornell
To Speak Monday

Donal Ray Rowlett
Now Home on Leave
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THE LEDGER ft TIMES 20 Years.Ago Today

SPORTS

PDSUBBED by LILDGER • TIMES PUBLIEBING COMPANY,
Lerifiint•TOON FILM
Ledger. The Calloway Timm and
Ise. Donsolleation of the Muray.
The" Teassi-Reireld, October 30. 1931s, and the Wem Itairdazaklem.
January 1, MT
Troy Donelaon. age 21, of the Elm Grove community,
ME N. Ws Serest. Ilmnrey, ierat•eq PM
Was instantly killed last debt when he was struck by
JAMBS C WILLIAMS, PIAILISHIR
a car on the Paris Highway one mile south of HeseL
We reserve the light to reject any Advertising. Letters to the EdIter., Madsen had stopped to help another Motorist when he
or Plebe Voice items which. In our opinion, are not for tar beat was hit by the car.
intense of our readers.
in= Marilyn Mason and Senator and Mrs. George
NATIONAL REPRZSENTATTVIIII: WALLACI WITMER 00, laW Ed Overbey attended,--Vas Inauguration of President
Madison Aye, Memphis. Tenn.; Time a Life Bldg.. New Torn MY, Harry Truman at Waghingt3n, D.C., on January 20.
Mentions= Bldg., Detroit, Bach.
Births reported *etude a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Mack
Intend at the Poet Cabe, Murray. 3.m&u,for transealmion as Thomas Tarry, a son to Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Hargrove, and
a girt to Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Kemper.
Second Clem Matter
Mesdames Thorns's Parker. Willie Wrather, Cloys
SUBSCRIPTION RATES- By Carrier In Murray, per week 36e, per
By JOB TOM ERWIN
month $1_10. In Calloway and adjoining ocamues, per year, MAO; Butterworth, Aubrey Farris, Hubert Farris, Paul Bla- The Murray Slate Racers win By United Press International
&ones 1 & 2. $11.00; Elsemberve $13.00. All service asheeriplicen With lock, Everett Norxworthy, 011ie Brown, Leon Collie, May- try to keep their ftve-pame
nard Ragsdale, and Miss Rachel Rowland are attending ning streak alive and win their Adolph
s ides was to
"The Gistammtlag Pyle Asset of a Community le the
the 37th annual Farm and Home Conference at Lexing- eleventh straight on their home trimsfor
cky's Jim Dinlateprity 0 Its Newerapar"
Um.
floor when Louisiana College in- Eddie magicall into a reasonable facsimile of Louisiana Stavades tonight.
SATURDAY - JANUARY 25. 1969
The Imoieigne Wildcats are te's Pete Marovich, thereby giv9-8 for the semen and -have ing the Wlldcat starters somenon their 1st two games over thing to practice against this past
0
Northeast btallailaaa State alai week.
LEDGER•TIKES nu
IdiNesse State. 1Ises beat Mc- Dinwiddie, although he approNeese 69413 Tuesday night. The aches litravich in height, doesCats opened their season at n't even have baggy socks, let
Deaths reported this week are Vessie Maisel M
. d.!. Western Kentucky, losing 77- alone hair that keeps falling into
Clard, age 35, manager of Murray Produce Compan$, 61. Misni.mippi State beat them his eyes, He doesn't shoot nearly
Mrs. Rebecca Key Rule, age 67, Mrs. Martha Jane Lee,
The following test appeared recently in an
that well, either.
other WWI hove been In a 20-minute scrimmage, Diage 89, Jerry Max Jones, two months old son of Mr. arid
•
▪
Oklahoma publication and seems eepecially fitting
SouthCollege,
Mistialippi
over
Mrs. Hugh Jones, Wilson Kenneriy, age 19, and Gordon
nwiddte .sonisected on 9 of 25
•
at this time of the new year as a newyear begins. If
s, S= Texas, shots
fer
IL:
es ern
Jacobs. age 27. the latter two of Fort Henry, Tenn., Med M,
for 36 per cent, while
•
this
area
is
to
go
down
the
"Progressive
/toed"
at
a
,
Hou•
In an automobile accident
•
Pete is hitting at 46.4
Pistol
and
Carey,
William
Baptist,
ston
little faster pace in order to give the residmin of
•
per cent, He also leads the natDark tobacco sales boomeranged to a new high 0
State.
•
the area a better piece in which to live, this test is
age on Murray floors when 27, 750 pounds sold fog
Slarers for the Wildcats are ion in scoring with a 45.5 poiat
•
worth reviewing.
702.83 for a day's average of $9.74.
fre juniors Frankie Schneider average.
Here are 31 "virtues" of a progressive town.
Miss Lo.urine James, age 13, daughter of Mr. sh arid Gary InCese at guards, 6-8 Although l!ttgm's idea perhaps
•
Compilers of the list any that if a community can
Mrs. Aubrey James Of Kirksey, is the 1939 soefilig Signor Billy Jones at center, didn't pan out as expected, the
champion for Calloway County and will enter the staiii- and 6-5 senior David Mitchell fifth-ranked wildcats were to play
•
answer "yes" to 24 "virtues", then citizens can
todaymayway in a regionally
and 6-4 junior Alan Williams
wide spelling bee at Louisville in April.
take pride in their town. If there are more no's
televised game from Baton Rouforward.
at
Pictured this week are the Murray Training SchOol
than yes's, then somebody should start working.
Schneider is averaging 4.6 ge.
Colts with their coach. Clifton Thurman. They are O. C. points, LaCazo 11.0, Jones 19.8, In another afternoon game,Lo1.-Most high school and college graduates stay
Miller, Ben Boggess, Billy Lipford, Oliver Rood. Richard aliteheil 21.5, and Williams 13.1 uisville iris to host Drake in
•
in town.
Armstrcng, WeiFt Lovett, Wale Graham, William Eler- -The Racer starters and Weir a Missend." Valley Conference
1.
2.-The local newspaper constantly pushes
ett Dunn, Gene Graham, Guthrie Thurman, and "Hulrh averages will be Jim Young game. In &kneels tonight, Louis•
civic improvements.
(12.6) and D.n Funnemun (6.3/ iana College will be at Kurray
Perdue.
at guards, Ran Jahnem (8-3) at and Morehead entertains Morris
3.-There's a place to swim within easy reach.
center, and Claude Vtden (72.6) Barsey.
4.-Young couples havelittle trouble finding a
and Hector Slondett (14.0) 'at Kentucky State plays at East• place to live.
forward.
'•
' ern Illinois, Kentucky Wesleyan
5.-The city government is a "get-things-done"
Virden is leading the Ohio hosts Belmont College, Tenn.,
•
Valley Conference in free diner
woup.
▪
e is at Transylvania
shooting, is fourth in scoria&
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
meets Georgetown in
6.-Teacher's salaries are better than the state
fifth in field goal percentage. other top games.
• average.
and seventh in reboundipg
Pistol Pete's tither, Press
7.-There's a Library with a good collection of
Blended leads in field goal Maravich, coach of the
Tigers,
EAST
BRANCH,
N.Y.
Howard
Lacey,
se
proprietor,
Percentage.
and Young is
• new books.
has suffered more than his shaof
general
store
a
in
East
Branch, N.Y., ending a tele- 000c1 in free tbr)w shrotilnl re of ill fortune lately.
8.-Service clubs and women's organizations
phone conversation as an advancing ice jam threatened and fourth in field goal percent- Not only have the Tigers lost
team up on projects.
age
the Catskill Mountain community:
•
The Racers are 13-3 for the their last three Southeastern Co9.-A modern hospital is within your *ding
-"I'm leaving. I'm too busy to talk."
season and are bed for first nference games, but three playarea
place in the OVC with a 4-1 ers are injured and two have
10.-There's a hotel or motel you would enjoy,
PARIS - Henry Cabot Lodge, new head of the record. Their next OVC game been lost because of low grades.
American delegation to t,I* Paris peace talks, on the will be Feb. 1 at Austin Peay. Rich Hickman has a strained
if you were a visitor.
future of the talks:
, Tonight's game will begin at back, Jeff Tribbett has an injur11.-It's easy to find a parking space in the
ed ankle and Ralph Jukkel Thur7.61y
.s Ansta
what,
p 30. mThe Racer
prophet.
Hoc
If
int-la
-"I
anyone
am
can
freshmensr
tell
me
business section.
3./
Moran
pie. sday had six stitches taken for
'I Would be very grateful.'-'
•
'12.-Prompt, reasonably priced ambulance
liminary at 5:30.
an eye wound. Louisiana State,
err,.
i/nA
service is mailable.
which is between semesters, loa, MIAMI - Stewardess Sue Morrill, describing the Halftime Producer
13-Streets throughout the community are
ling-haired youth who hijacked a National Airlines, unaNEApous , n p / _ st junior 6-8 center Danny Hester and 6-5 junior Drew Corley
plane Friday and forced it to fly to Cuba:
'p parry Jones of the Denver via the academic route.
---I4.-There's as much interest in local as
"I don't think he wanted to go to Cuba at all. He Rockets had the most impres- The Tigers had last week off,
national elections.
told me, 'I just want out. I don't want to kill, and i five halftime production of any but this week they have been
, (player in the American Basdon't want to go to Vietnam."
-'fbere'r
en
active Parent-Teachers'
' ketball Association when he practicing twice a thy to make
Ansocon.
scored 41 points against Oak- up for the layoff.
Rupp, although Kentucky leaLONDON - Chinese restaurant manager liau Cho- land in 1967
16.-Citizens have a positive outlook and
Choi explaining why he was unable to identify the man.,
attitude about their town.
who stole two chickens from his restaurant:
17. Firemen must take regular training courses.
"All white men look the same to me."
18.-There's an annual Clean-Up, Paint-Up,
Fix-Up week.
Master
19.-More than half the church congregations
ALMANAC
are under 40 years of age.
Commissioner's
by
United
Press International
_ 10.-Itgas1 mimed's_ pay the anis Baas as
...Today is Saturday, Jan. 25,
COMA'SSIONIMItt ALl
ont-of-townen.
the 25th day of 1969 with 340
AMENDED
21.-Newcomers quickly feel they're a part of
to follow.
NOTICE OF SALE
The
the town.
THE COMMONWEALTH OF ter. moon is in its first quar22.-Schools have plenty of room for students.
KENTUCKY, Calloway Circuit
Themorning
CHLOENE ALLLSTQN and Jupiter. stars are Mars
23.-All streets are paved and sidewalks are in
trigus
good condition.
The evening stars are Venus
24.-At least one restaurant serves outstanding
W. A. ALLLSTON. JR. AND and Saturn.
meals.
G. A. C. TRANS-WORLD AC- On this day in history:
In 1787, Daniel Shay led 2,CEPTANCE CORP. Defendant.
25.-It's easy to get voltuiteers for any
000
debt-ridden men against
By
virtue
of
a
judgment and
worth-while project.
order of sale of the Calloway federal arsenal in Springfield;‘)
26.-There's a livewire Chamber of Commerce.
Circuit Court rendered at the ,Mass., hoping to overthrow the ri
27.-There's at least one doctor for each 800
314. 11th Rule Term thereof, government. The attack was •
broken up.
the above cause,
people in our county.
the sum of
w Donors, In 1890, the United MItooPy
28.-Well-stocked stores keep shoppers in
Workers Union formed and if-. or
with interest at the rate of
town.
Mead per annum from the Misted wit.o the American Fed.„. •
eration of tabor. ,
29.-There's an ample supply of good drinking
day of
-J
Le
, until paid Its cost In 1915, Alexander Grahisa
water.
dMrein I shoU proceed to offer Bell opened the first cross30.-The sewer extension programs keep pace
Iii' Me at the Court House door country telephone service.
with new housing.
in dal Inung, Kentucky, to the In 1968. President Lyndon /
31.-Good zoning keeps commercial firms
highest Milder, at public sue. Johnson asked the U.N. Secar.
non on the 27th day of Jan- ity -Council to take action aaway from residential areas.
uary, 1969, at 1:30 O'clock P. gainst North Korea in the eelK., or thereabout, upOn a cre- sure of the U.S.S. Pueblo and
dit of 6 months, the following Its 83 crewmen.
A thought for the day described property, to-wit:
Lot No. 754, Unit No. 3, Irwin Edman said, "The gift
Pine Bluff Shores, as shown of gaiety may itself be the
LEDGES•TIMES FUJI
by plat recorded in Plat-Book greatest good fortune, and the
No. 2, Page No. 17, in the most serious step toward maturDeaths reported today are Mrs Jack Prost, age 58
office of the Clerk of th ity."
Orvis Cahoon, age 66, and (3sylon and Garland HudsCalloway County Court.
For the purchase price, the
peth, killed in a car accklent.
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Leon Chambers was reelected president of the Calla, purchaser must execute bond.
RESULTS
with
approved
securities,
bearUnited Press International
way County Farm Bureau at the meeting held at the
ing
legal
interest
from the day
Murray City Hall ther officers are Noble Cox, Herman
of sale, unfit paid, and having
Oast
Darnell, B. H Dixon. and Mrs. Harmon Rosa.
the force and effect of a judg- NYAC 92 Wesleyan 75
Rex Galloway, Jerry Graham, Gene McDougal, Henry ment. Bidders will be
prepared Itions Pt 95 Union 61
Towery, and Jimmy Dale Foster left January 24 for in- I. comply ion:inaptly
with these Holy Cross 40 Colgate 40
duction into armed servicea. They will receive basic
Middlebury 78 USCG 56
traininng at Fort Jackson, South Carolina.
Assumption 95 Colby 58
Darrell Shoemaker
In basketball this week, Murray Training bat St.
Babson 75 Rthstr Teel 61
Master Conunissioner
Mary's 56 to 44 and Tiler/ County 69 to 39, while Murray
Sown,
Calloway Circuit Court
High beat Clinton Central 59 to 52.
J-21-23-25-C Tenn, Martin 75 Belmont 68
SW Loin/liana 73 La Tech 60
Sou. Miss 96 SE Louisiana 79
Kiek off Returns
Dillard ill Rust 94
GREEN BAY. Wis. (UPI)- While St. 72 Sprng Hill 64
Travis Williams. of the Oreen Tougaioo 109 Xavier Li 83
,Day Packers, returned two
Miewsei
for touchdowns Civind St 82 Ohio
How shall we sang tbe lard's songs in a strange kickoffs
Nrttin 75
against the Cleveland Browns Ohio St. 96 Cornell
78
land -Psalm 137:4.
In 1966 to tie an NFL record Mrquette 61
Loola Ill 56
Sinful communities consume our energies. Christians set by Timmy Brown, then of
St 92 Mich Teti 84
often need the warmth and strength of a religious en- the Philadelphia Eagles, JMoorehead
Carroll 82 Allegheny 80
against Dallas In 1966
vironment
Ind 60 Malone 58

Racers To Rupp's idea
Meet'Cats Was Another
Here Tonight Maravich

•

30YearsAgoThisWeek

A Test - Is Our
Area Progressive?

SATURDAY -JANUARY XL IPSO
ds Ma SRC 5.0, has a healthy
4
.
respect for LSU.
"All people hear about is Me
ravish, bat there is more to I.SU
than Mara:rich," he laid.
"We've got to stop 111 five of
them."
. Rupp said be felt 13U was the Gets Around
ST. LOUIS (UPI)-In less
quickest team in the SEC, next than
two months. George
to Kentucky.
Boone, former tackle at the
University, traveled to 13 states_
In search of football talent for'.
Glue Fingeend
the Bt. Louis Cardinals of the
Pass Catchers
National Football League.
CHICA00 (UPI)- Johnny Boone. 30, is assistant perMorris' 93 pass catches during sonnel director, working with
the 1964 season for the Chicago director Abe Stuber.
Bears is the NFL pass receiv- Boone flew to campuses in
ing record. Charlie Taylor of Minnesota, North Dakota,
the Washington Redskins Iowa, Nebraska, Tennescaught 70 Passes in 1967'
see, Massachusetts. Pennsyl• • •
vania, New York, Maryland,
Judge Kenesaw Mountain Virginia, Ohio. Illinois and ..
•
Landis, the Bret commissioner Kentucky.
of baseball, issued his famous "And, I'm not through yet
edict barring Chicago White for the- season." Boone said.
Sox players Joe Jackson, Ed•Clcotte, Lefty Williams, Swede
It is impossible to prICedRisberg, Chick Gandil, Buck graph a stationary
object with
Weaver. Happy FeLsch and Jim • photo finish
camera.
McMullin on Aug. 21, 1921.
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SCOTT DRUG
1205 Chestnut Street
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WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug,.Prescription
and Sundry Needs
.
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
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ACADEMY AWARD WINNER

Quotes From TheNews

DIST DIRECTOR-MIKE NICHOLS
JOSEPH L LEVINE
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'4 This is Benjamin.
He's a little
worried about
his future.
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Don t Violate Game Laws
In LBL Just Enjoy Them

41

around
LOUIS (UPI) — In kis
two months, George
former tackle at the
aity, traveled to 19 statas,..
rch of football talent foto.
. Louis Cardinals of the
al Football League.
le, 30, is assistant perdirector, working with
✓ Abe 8tuber.
• flew to campuses in
iota. North Dakota,
Nebraska, TermesMaasachusetts, PenrusylNew York, Maryland,
a, Ohio, Minot* and
;ky.
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season." Boone said.
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Would-be game violators might do well to study the plight of a
poacher who was apprehended recently in Land Between the Lakes
with a deer in the trunk of his cu. In a recent hearing before the
U. S. Commissioner in Paducah the poacher was fined $500 and
ninety days in nil for possession of an illegal deer and $100 for
reckless driving while trying to avoid arrest by Land Between the
Lakes patrolmen. Other game-law violators apprehended in Land
Between the Lakes have been fined from $25 to $200 for a variety
of infractions ranging from hunting out of season and possession
- of illegal game to spotlighting deer and other animals. The Safety
Section of Land Between the Lakes provides 24-hour patrol service
throughout the area seven days a week.
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If bricks could talk, the old Center Furnace ruins in the Cowerasthma Edocation Center in Land Between the Lakes could undoubteIf VIM a taschaatiag story at the colorful history of the iron
•
orguellietering ladedrjr doirkg itstieyday in the"Twixt the Rivers"
•
area in the ni44111111NIAlt century. Center Furnace was the last
•
-bt the major Iron preamble furnaces in the area and is reputed to
•
he the place where William Kelly perfected the "Bessemer Pro• 1`'
Mee" for making steel. After almost eighty years of intermittent
a
mantis*, Center Furnace finally ceased operation in 1912. The
TOW are now a major visitor attraction. Another popular attract•
• Jen for visitors in Land Between the Wes is the Great Western
•
Ira* Furnace, !omitted war the fortnerlage of Model, Tennessee, oa Tamassse lilelmay 49.
a
*/*
*

TODAY
Thru Tnes.

)WINNER

;HOLS

Fallow deer, with their unique palm-shaped antlers, are among
the most interesting species of wildlife found in Land Between the
Lakes. They were first introduced into the area in 1919 after the
old Hillman Land Company ;iroperty, located in and around the
area that is now the Conservation Education Center, was declared
a state game refuge. At that time twenty English hallow deer were
released on the new game refuge. Visitors to Land Between the
Lakes can easily identify the fallow bucks by the wide, mooselike antlers. Coloration in fallow deer ranges from a light fawn
to an almost black coat.

11.•••••••

This is Beaiamin.
He's allttie
. , . worried about
. , -his future.
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"I think asking is to be en}oyed-not endured," quipped a secretary in the director's office of Land Between the Lakes after
learning that two staff members spent three very wet hours dunking minnows in Lake Barkley last Saturday morning. The optimistic anglers "jigged minnows" in the Demumbers Creek area of
Lake Barkley looking for a largemouth bass, but to no avail. All
of the inlets, bays, and creeks of Barkley and Kentucky Lakes are
clear of ice and the warm rains of the past week should bring
rising water temperatures and increased fishing activity.
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The racoon season closed in Land Between the Lakes with the
Last of four weekend Inints on January 10 and 11. Fifty-six coons were taken during the last hunt. Over 425 coons were bagged by a
total of 814 hunters who participated in the coon hunts this season.
Quail and rabbit season will remain open in the Kentucky portion
of Land Between the Lakes until January 31. There will be no hunting in the area between the dates of January 31 and April 4. The first of three weekend hunts for wild turkey gobblers in Land Between
the Lakes will be held April 4 and 5. Cehergclates for the turkey
hunts are April 11 and 12 and Apjil 18 and 79. Land Between the
Lakes besting permits can belkqiiired after March 1 by presenting your hunting license at the information office in Golden Pond,
Kentucky.
•
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Big Deer Harvest
By Tennesseans
Tennessee deer hunters
killed about 1,000 more deer
this season than they managed
to harvest during the 1967 season, yet the figures aren't really compatible.
According to kill tags received to date at the State
Game and Fish Commission
headquarters in Nashville,
8,762 deer have been killed by
•- gun hunters on both statewide
open hunts and managed
hunts. This compared with
only 5,543 on both open and
managed hunts last year:
It should be pointed out,
however, that the 1968 season
was some 16 days shorter by
regulation. Game officials expect the 1968 total may go
higher as late tags are received. Law requires that
every hunter killing a deer
send in the tag.
In the grand total this year,
Fort Campbell reported 2,018
deer killed compared to 919
last year, and the Tennessee
National Ref uge harvested
561 compared to 123 for 1967.

prominent in Florida because
both people and eagles like waterfront lots," he said. "And as
we become increasingly mobile,
more and more people are getting into the same areas as the
eagles and eagles and people
don't mix."
Sprunt worries most about pesticides in the chlorinated hydrocarbon group, of which DDT
Is the most common. These are
the so-called "persistent pesticides," so named because they
have an extremely long life.
'He said pesticides are being
washed in increasing volume into the lakes, rivers, canals and
bays where the eagles hunt their
primary food-fish.

EVERGLADES PARK, Fla.
UPI - The bald eagle, symboli
of America's majesty and might,
is eating itself towardextinction.
But it isn't a high cholesterol
count that is slowly killing off
the magnificent bird Ben Franklin, Thomas Jefferson and John
Adams made the focal point of the
Great Seal of the United Slates
in 1782.
"Unless we take steps to prevent it, pesticides - DDT in particular will eventually eradicate
the bald eagle," predicts Alexander *runt IV, the research
director of the National Audubon
Society.
Florida and Alaska are the
last two strongholds of the bald
Eggshell Weakened
eagle in the United States. Because of Alaska's "supertavorWhen DDT is present in the
able" habitat, the bird is in no
Immediate danger of extinction body of eagles, Sprunt explained
it decomposes the harmones in
there.
But this is not the case in the Liver that affect the calcium
Florida, where the bald eagle metabolism of the bird.
"When the calcium metabolpopulation is now estimated at
200 to 250 pairs and declining. ism of the female eagle is disIn 1966, Florida had over 300 rupted, they lay eggs with very
thin shells. This causes death
LANDOWNERS UNHAPPY
pairs of bald eagles.
through breakage or excessive
Dresden Meeting Feb. 6 To
water evaporation from the egg's
Four Living Areas
embryo."
Aic Hunting Problems
Bald eagles are' among the
Sprunt, a 40-year-old research
Landowners in Weakley
biologist, said Florida's bald ea- oddballs of the bird family. TheCounty, Tenn., are unhappy
gle population is concentrated re are two varieties, northern
over the disrespect shown
and
southern,
and
the
only
diffin four areas - the Everglades
them during the past hunting
National Park, from Lake Okee- erence is in size.
The smaller southern Laid easeason. Bulls, cows and pigs
chobee to Orlando, from Stuart
were found shot to death and
to Jacksonville on the upper East gles have a wingspread of more
prompted an increase in postCoast, and from Naples to Tam- than six feet and weigh about
nine pounds, They mate for life
ed land.
pa Bay on the Gulf.
A meeting has been called
"The two coastal areas are in about 25 years and build nests
for Feb. 6 at 7 p.m. in the
great danger," Sprunt said, "be- weighing as much as 1,500 pounds
in
the
tops
of
dead
trees.
Weakley County Court House
cause their reproduction rate
at Dresden to discuss the probis way down-less than 30 per
lem. Among those planning to
cent. They are barely holding
attend are landowners, farmtheir own in the Lake Oiceechebee
ers, hunters, the Weakley
to Orlando area.
County sherilL. game and tish
"The Everglades National PaJack Graves Wins Event
officers, the general sessions
rk has the healthiest bald eagle
judge and attorneys.
population in the United States,
Fred Stanberry, executive
except possibly southeast Alas..
director of the State Game and
ka.,,
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn, UPI Fish Commission, will attend
There are about 55 pairs of Thousands of deer, pheasants and
with a member of his staff.
bald eagles in the Everglades other game birds and animals
The incident that brought the
park, according to park natural- are fighting for their lives agaisituation to a head was the
ist William Robertson. He estinst starvation in the snow-coverunwanton killing of a regismates their reproduction rate is ed woods and prairies of the
tered polled bull weighing
The Kaintuck Muzzle Loaders zle Loading Rifle Association.
"close to 60 per cent,"
North-Central United States.
around 1,600 to 1,700 pounds.
held a shoot last Sunday at the , Placing second to Gres was
TO maintain a stable populatHe was found on the Travis
A heavy winter kill of fish
Summers' farm near the comPaducah Police pistol range and Charles Addison of Murray.
ion, Sprunt said eagles must
also is threatened in north-cenmunity of Little Zion.
Jack Graves of Paducah, dis- L
have a reproduction rate of 50 tral states because of heavy snow
Another meeting will be held per
playing a hand-made 45 calibre
cent. "This means that half
over the frozen lakes.
in three weeks to organize the
the nests must produce an eaglet
rifle, won over 65 others in the
se heavy snow is cutting oft sunThe result may bepoor hunting
club and elect officers. Anyone
event.
shine into frozen lakes and killeach year."
next fall for thousands of sportsinterested can con tact Don
The *hoot was held for the
ing aquatic plants. Plant decay
men and possibly a dip in fishHaynes at 554-3721.
purpose of organizing a muzzle
uses up oxygen in the water.
ing luck next summer.
Poison and Bullets
Heavy snow is also causing
loading rifle club in this area
This,is one of the worst wintSprunt caid pesticide pollution
The club will be a charter orproblems for game in Vermont
ers on record for wildlife in
and the shooting of eagles-by unganization of the National Muzand failure of the acorn crop
Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michknowing or uncaring persons are
threatens starvation for some
igan, and game also faces probthe most serious problems:°Ms
game in Tennessee.
lems,getting enough to eat in the
er causes are habitat destruction
In other states in the East,
Dakotas.
and human population pressure, .
A heavy winter fish kill also
South and West, the weather is
"Habitat destruction is very
good and game is doing well.
is threatened in the north becau***** * * * * * ***** * * ******* *
* * ** ****** * * * * ** * * * ************** * ******************
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Muzzle Loading Match
Won By Paducah Man
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LIBERTY
Super Market

TAYLOR
MOTORS

Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market

MURRAY SPORT AND MAR INE
N. 4th STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
V/IVAPIJAW

Bulk Distributor

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Hazel Highway
Murray, Kentucity

4th & POPLAR

Phone 753-4653
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Land Between Lakes, TVA

"Beauty Is in the eye of the beholder and beauty CU be found in
Lind Between the Lakes," were the enthusiastic words of Charles
Tubbs that smeared in his column in the Murray Ledger and Times alter he and Earl Warren, Jr., Murray, roads a recent wildlife
photographic excursion through Land Between the Lakes. Bald and
golden eagles, white-tailed and fallow deer, a silver hawk, ducks,
Canada geese, and a red fox were among the species of game
they identified while in the area. Most of the wildlife was spotted
around the shoreline of Energy Lake, a sabimpoundment of Lake
Barkley, and in the Conservation Education Cutter,where two large
herds of deer were observed. The boardwalk trail around Hematite
Lake in the Conservation Education Center is another excellent area
to observe wildlife.
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Aroir

d over it. Then the dirt can
ken off very gradually, over
iod of months. With each
ting. mono!the root may
posed MOM the surface of
oaddegolliiitthe tree an

Now Im the
,
Nem compeibly dry.
IND iltd• plots way be loft

tors all Winter. Sim* put.
they and di in a fairly
cted , trot after the first
and gib the soill around it
it ohm the level of the
We. In usaineir they need
placed in portial shade.
I trees may be trained into
wanted shape by pruning
wiring of branches. Pruning
d be done in the wing_
• growth begins. Neww)
a that need to be cut
d be pinched off when
t an inch long.
shape branches, small
are coiled lightly around
branches so they may be
In any shape. These *add
eft on for a full pales
a, with care to see they do
roi
ut
have a Japanese maple and-a le
tree and plan to have *
wing tree In miniature thie
Ty thii and I behove you will
It a mod interesting and
rding hobby.

ens Robertson presented
lesson on "Suitable Dress
All Occasions".
le president, Mrs. W.
In, presided and discussed
craft lesson for the counn "Making Luggage Racks".
rt. Billy Smith gave the de.
an and refreshments were
ed by the hostess.
Cher members present, not
mentioned, were
ioudy
dames Jerry Falwell, Ralph
tell, Pet Bogard, Wayburn
at, Joe Garland, Bud Gibbs, •)
ell McCalloo, Alvin thirty,
Ray Broach. A visitor was
Harold Fones.
ae. next meeting will be
I on Thursday, February 13,
.2:30 p.m. at the home of
Billy Smith.

-417144-1.8410-.61,ns
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AUTOMOSIL1511 POE SALE
1968 LTD, 4-door hardtop, red
with white vinyl roof. 390 cubic
Inch. Power 'leering and power
brakes, factory air. Local oneowner car. Parker Ford Used
Car Dept. Phone 753-5273.
J-27C

Path
1111113

ZILTLICKY
HELP WANTED

CAREER OPPORTUNITY
Local consumer credit company seeks high school graduate between 19-30 for career
In management. No experience
necessary, but ability to deal
with people essential. Full salary while training. Many employee benefits, periodic promotions and salary increases,
and modern personnel policies.

WANTED: Someone to baby sit
in my home two days a week.
Most furnish own transportsn. Phone 753-8=6.
1-25-C
WANTED, lady to assist patient
recovering from broken hip at
home. Phone 753-4980 after 2:00
p. in.

REAL ESTATE PO& SALM
REAL [STATE FOR SALO
REAL ESTATE FOR SAL/
NOTICE
POE RENT
1963 OLDS Starflre, all-power,
gp IF YOU WANT to sell your EXTRA NICE lbedniom brick A SELECTION of new
3-bed- NEWLY OPENED in Murray,• NICE ROOMS for boys. Single air-conditioning $860.00. Call
house, please contact us. We on N. 17th Street. Has new room brick homes; .(1) lift
MALE HELP WANTED
1-27-P
studio specializing in weslats. or double, one block from 753-7827.
also need tidings on all price carpet, draom, air-conditioner, Peg' Ann Drive; (2) On-Greenand fine portraiture. Wet Wo- MSU. Private parking. Phone
NEED
MONEY? Sell Knapp
1969 GALAXIE 500, 4-door sebooms. Drop by our office and elect* beat, beautiful lawn, 2 brier in Weetwood maxiiviakm,
pointment call TUBB'S STUDIO. 753-6243.
Shoes, part or full-tigie. No inFeb.-3-C dan. Royal maroon, vinyl insee the pictures of howled we gas [tights, carport and utility, &at street south of Wiswell
EH South 13th. 7253007.
vestment. High commissions
have for sale.
Road (3) 1507 Johnion Blvd.
115,750.
3-ROOM furnished apart- terior. 280 cubic inch. Power Contact Friendly Finance, 304 plus bonus.
D- 'TITNC
Write to R. A. Disteering.
A
very
low
mileage.,
-bedroom
LARGE
on
3
brick
among
ment, electric hest, air-condibeautiful _tress; (4) On
South 4th Street, Murray, Ken- Marsio, Knapp
FOUR-BEDROOM, two baths,
Shoes, Brockton,
one owner local car. Parker tucky.
large living and dining room. She Wa. Has wall-to-wall car- Fatriane Drive, Fatritem Acres FAMILY SHOE Store. 510 Main. tioned, carpeted. Married cou1-27-C
Maw. 02602.
H-1-25-C
Ford Used Car Dept. Phone 753Beautiful kitchen and family pet, large living room, large a 3/4 acre lot S mEss South's* Your boot headquarters for ple only. Also one private bed.
1-27C
with kitchen .privile-ges for 5273.
mom. Double garage and paved family room, 1% ceramic tile on 121 Highway, and others men and boys. Estludo' dash
Answer to Yesterday's
driveway. On North 30th. Street. bathe, utility, airport Extra priced $1850.00 to $3000.011.
era for these nationally adver• one male only Located 100 1968 CHARGER RT. If interestROSSWORD PUZZLE
FINE three-bedroom frame on large patio, baseboard electric SOME GOOD commercial lots Used brands, Acme, Red Wing, South 13th Street. Kelly's Pest ed call 762-2058.
1-28-C
U0S3 CUM WEEI
South 91h. Street Extended. heat, built-in Mr-conditioner, on both North and South Four- Hawkeye, Wellington, Dingok Control.
1-25-C
ACROSS
2-Breed of
COMO
disposal,
drapes,
1968
range,
-door
$21,GALAJUE,
2
500,
hardwood.
Texas
rest
Has
carpet,
sheep
and Diamond brands, le
Part
NIEMMOR 6i1Onati
th Street. Worth the price mir1-Entertain
000.
3-Above
dress, casual and work boots OFFICE SPACE: Street level, hardtop, Fat Back. Beautiful
garage and nice large lot
WW1,
ed.
6-Extra
private
parking
space,
heat
-BEDROOM
NEW
3
brick
and
4-Weaken
in
yellow.
390
cubic
inch,
131413010067
with
OM
eight
-room frame inGOOD
ITO water
Around a hunderd resident11-Mend
5-Ireland
furnished,
air
0000U
Kingswood,
conditioncentral
and
HEM US17,1
heat
power
steering.
Vinyl
interior.
come, 1% blocks from univercity Sherwood
13-Venomous
in
lots
ial
6-Rid bird
BUOMUND
ed, five hundred square feet. Local one owner, with low milsity. Has full basement, two. Mr - conditioning, wall-to-wall subdivision.
14-Teutonic deity
ELECTROLUX SALES
GINO UOO ODOM
7-Baker's
Will arrange to suit tenant, lo- eage. Parker Ford Used Car
15-Make ready
car garage, central heat, fine carpet, large family room with AROUND 100 residential lots rice, Boa 213 linriay, Rs, C.
PO
product
ElBUIUMERI
cated in National Hotel Build- Dept. Phone 753-5273.
eliding glass doors, range, dishJ-27-C 17-Symbol for
UMEIND Or/OG
lot on South 14th. Street.
8-Con1unction
in city in Fairview Acres; Lynn- M. Sanders Phone fle2-3110.
reasonable.
washer,
ing.
disposal,
tantalum
Call
utilgarage,
753-5092,
DUO NO 01.1e0E0
EXCEPTIONALLY Mee three9-Spin
wood Dade& Sherwood For- Lynnville, Ky.
Feb.-5-14C 753-1283 or see Ed F. Kirk.
1958 MGA Roadster. New tires. 18-Pinch
10-Growing out of
bedroom frame, corner 14th. ity, 1% ceramic tile baths. Till, ests Subdivision and on the lake
Good
mechanical
20-Babylonian
condition.
OCEI GRUM WMUU
house
is
listed
at
$21,000. but
J-2S-C
12-Come back
and Poplar. This place will
hero
Needs paint. Must sell, $275.00.
25
13-Sheet of glass
owner wanta to sell, if you with Una on many of them LADIES! Brands you know
0 please
you if you are looking
lots.
21-Obese
THE STRIPE SHOP 603 South TWO-BEDROOM house, 318 So. Call 753-7140 after 6 p. m.
16-Free ticket
don't believe take a look at it
-Substance
30
39-Chickens
for a medium prised home.
2-BEDROOM frame homes. One 4th. Slacks,
19-Fondling
1-25.4 22-08Iseed
31-Esteem
and make an offer.
sweaters, tot*. 9th St. Possession February 1.
40-Periods of time
WE HAVE two lots in heaths
In Hazel on corner lot. may skirts. Low discount
21-Sires
Rent $60.00 per month. Call Bob
24-Employ
32-Time gone by
43-Hole
LARGE
4
prices!
-bedroom
•
brick
in
Root
Pottertown
One
EXTRA SHARP 1966 Mustang, 25-Top of head
Acres on
23-The ones here
$8500.00, 114 cash and owner
Miller,
33-Followed
food
753-3312.
J-27-C.
44-Yellow
ocher
Feb.-111C
Eingswood. Has large den, kit25-Adhesive
2-door hardtop. Local one ownhas real fine trailer, the ether
will finance balance over a perPraltrarn
47-Three-toed
26-Not these
chen,
utility,
the
2
ceramic
substance
of
cliff
34-Edge
sloth
iod of 10 years. The other is 4
Is fixed for trailer. This amid baths,
28-Partner
HOUSE, 504 Walnut Street. Call er. 289 V-8 automatic transmiscentral heat and air, miles
27-Before
35-Singing voice
49-Spanish for
sion. 18,000 actual miles. ParkFrom Murray on 641
be good income property or carpeted
129-Gull-like bird
753-1573.
28-Deface
4
1-27-C er Ford Used Car
throughout, dishwash- North
37-Worn away
on approximately 2 acres.
home.
Dept. Phone
30-Pulverize
er, range, disposal, carport, outARE YOU
753-5273.
THREE-BEDROOM B. V. on
This property has a GI loan
3
4 5 :XiWINet 6
7
8 9 10
31-Ascend
side
storage
is
a
This
room.
APARTMENT
for
girls,
turn
.•:*2M MF.
that is transferable at 4% InMiller Avenue. One block from LH-level
A WEEK-END FARMER?
32-Separated
and
priced
ished.
at
$27,500
1983
Hall
block
CHEVROLET
from
Campus.
Bel
Air
11
.
1 2 IN 13
terest of $7300.00 with cash
univereky. Completely redec34-Unaspirated
W.
Located 1601 Olive. Phone 753- door V-8 automatic. Runs and
payment of $2500.00. This is a
orated, central heat, on nice WE HAVE 2 nice
5
35-Flying mammal
16
111:56:17
Raise a big garden or may. 7282. 753-7408, or 753-8834.
2-bedroom good
drives good. Good body, no rust.
1
commercial location.
wooded lot.
:!:!:!
36-Great Lake
:•:•:•
be you want a low price out
frame houses under $10,000.
1-27-C Phone 753-3029.
1-25-C
SMALL AND LARGE acreage. fit to
Is
opt.*
20
THIS BEAUTIFUL six-room One Is
:•:•,:. 21
38-Urge on
.piddle around with...located on % acre lot For
X
fine
basement,
little
has
full
farmers, big farmers,
house
39-Hurry
pull a mower or what have NICE FUI&ISILED apartment TWO-OWNER 1962 Falcon, 4on 641 Highway, 3 miles south
22
23 Ki•24
PrPA 25
...
cattle farmers and city farmcollie, two fireplaces, Plaster- of Murray. The other
door sedan. Automatic tranamisyou?
41-Weight of
is
on
a
fcr
four
college
boys.
Cali
753ers,
5 acres to 500 acres.
ed walls. Pretty kitchen. Le 2 acre lot 311 miles
a§26
;;
,
•••"28
India
mission.
Local
autombile
in
ex.tor
ow
north of FULTON
YOUNG Realty. Office
cated on South Sixth Street. Murray on 641
4.•.4
Ford Ferguson treeter, 5865 days, 753-5108 after 5:00 ceptionally
01'411.!
good
condition. 42-District ;homey MI564
Highway.
p. m and Sundays.
30
1-23C Parker
Telephone
753-7333;
Lot size 90' x 350'.
plow,
Home
disc
and
(abbr.)
Ford
Used
Car
cultivator, all
Dept.
WE HAVE a very nice 3-bed29UlI
phone Fulton Young 753-4046. for $490.00 cash or can arA REAL beauty. Has three bed- room brick on Wiswell
43-Annoys
ne 753-5273.
1131
lig
1-27-C
.°33 II
road R. B. Patterson
rooms, large den, nice kitchen, just west of Doran
435-6697. 1-27C
range small monthly pay45-Preposition
Road.
Has
FEMALS HELP WANTED
34
ea
lic
formal dining area. On a two- wall-to-wall
moots.
46-Tiny
particles
carpet,
central
:6,90.1
Ng
POE SALE
1953 FORD. In good condition. 48-Lifts
acre lot. Will sell with one or heat. This house has
a:.:.: 39
38
LOCAL professional man de- Phone
the new
40 2441
753-6213.
1-25-C
two acres. Drive by and take poured floor on family room
50-Prepares for
M4
Grayson McClure
AWP:
!tires lady as combination recepTractor
OLIVER
and
SO
12
foot
a look. One mile out on May- and baths, utility, carport.
A2
*Kt 43
print
44 :4:45
tionist, assistant. Typing reThis dim, plow and trailer, $250.00.
Stit.
Day
field Higitway.
Phone
753-1372
51-Skid
house ts only 1 year old and is Phone 4255444.
quired. Reply to Post Office 1959 FORD, 2-door sedan. 6snevr. Ag
47
46
49
Night Phone 436-5413
NICE EIGHT-ROOM brick ve- priced at
lUll
Box 272 in own hand writing, cylinder, automatic transmis$19,750.
.01
14
..
DOWN
neer, one mile north on 641. WE HAVE the Jackson
sion.
STANDA,RD
$175.00.
STAPLES.
Stock
up
Parker
Ford
Used
H-1TC
58
51
Saii
.
a
t
iCAly
Acre
giving references and previous
Has four bedrooms, dining Subdivision for sale. These lots now! Regiuir $1.10 for a box of
1-Place for
me Vlit........
employment.
1-25-C Car Dept. Phone 7535273. 127-C
Di cc, og United Feature Syndicate, Int.
room, breakfast room, large liv- run from $1800 up
combat
25
5000;
price
now
slashed
to
only
to
$2500.
ing room, full basement and These lots are all over 100 feet 00 cents during month of JanMe. lot.
in width and up to 250 feet in uary. Help us clear our excels
stock. At your Office Supply
TAKE A LOOK at lorry Poch- depth. We also have the
ver & Times.
'the Led°
O. ett's house on Kirkwood- Three well Manor Subdivision - with Steel
1-35-NC
bedrooms, two baths, living lots on city sewer, water, paved
PEANUTS
learn. with dining area. Large street and well restricted from
HERE'S THE 4.1ORLD-FAMOU5 RE5CUE
lot, also has central heat and MOO up: We have the lots in 13' x SO'• EMBASSY Mobile
%LAD
HERO CALMLY APPROACHING
Three-bedModel.
Home,
'fft
air.
Glendale Subdivision, and many
CHOMP
CENE OF EMER6ENCY:
THE
BEAUTIFUL COTTAGE in Pine others from $1500 up. Now is mom, all-electric, birch panelCSOMP
Muff Shores. Has two bed- the time to get your lots and ing throughout Phone 753-6348,
CAMP
WIC
rooms, fireplace, ridged porch be res.ALt.Ltt in the spring or Puryear 247-3049.
and suodeck. We havevrithomin.Blua
~pets
scot
of this place in office. Come you the public that Bill Pale is Lustre makes the job a „breeze.
d•
by and take a look.
now associated with Roberts Rent electric shampooer
three-bedroom Realty as a salesman on a part well's Paint Store.
NICE
REAL
1-25-C
frame in Ahno on one acre lot. time basis. Bill would like very
Has carpet, modern throughout. much for his friends to call CARPET colors looking dim?
WW sell or trade.
and talk real estate with him. Bring 'ern back-give 'em vim.
---Neidieww4Maithavwdraiwilaw-.4.-.S1•••••
TWO-BEDROOM frame cottage He will be available on Mon- Use Blue Lustre! Rent electric
shampooer
Auto
Western
$1.
Lakevray
Has
In
Shores.
large days and after 5 la m. each day.
1-25-C
kitchen and den combination, WE HAVE a beautiful 3-bed. Store.
glassed in porch. This place room brick on Sunset Blvd.
has three extra lots. Will sell This house is located near UPRIGHT PIANO. Would make
a good practice piano. Phone
with or without lots.
school, university and surround- 489-3851.
TPTIC
GOOD LOG cottage near Chan- ed by very nice homes. This
dler Park. This one is priced house is priced at $22,000.
1987 D-17 ALLLS-CHALMEBS COULD
to sell quick. .0n water fmat FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate tractor, plow and did, only
lot All furnished.
needs call Hoyt Roberts, Ray 750 hours. Need to sell. Call YOU TELL
BRICK CO11'AGE near the wa- Roberts or Bill Page, or come 753-8615 after 5 p. in. 1-28-C
US HOW
ter in Center Ridge Subdivi- by and see us at ROBERTS
TO GET
sion. All furnished and ready REALTY 505 Main Street. BLACK LOCUST fence posts.
to go. Beautiful place for the Phone 753-1661.
1-25-C Call after 4:00 p. in. 498-8757. TO THE
1-25-P
money.
BIJOU
IF you are looking for a beau530
CASE
tractor
- and equip- THEATER?
tiful view of the water on Ken- A PRIVATE room for everyone
ment. Thomas Herndon. Phone
tucky Lake, are have just the in a large family. Excellent 436-2139.
1-29-C
traffic
pattern.
Fireplace,
forplace you are looking for.
WE HAVE all types of water mal dining room, 2-car garage, NORGE
ELECTRIC
dryer.
front and lake view lots. Also unique design. Prompt buyer Chrome breakfast set and 4
small acreage in county for can be settled in this lovely eidirs, table has formica top
building. Check with us for a home at a bargain.
$25.00 each or $50.00 for both.
city lot, we have some of the ONE OF THE best locations. Phone 753-1532.
1-26-C
best
Hundreds of dollars of extras BLACK WIGLET
and wig- al15 ACRE farm, good house and in this better than average 3most new. Phone 751.11746.
stables.
bedroom brick. Afternoon sha1316•C
75 ACRES in Alm° bottom.
de. Property is underpriced by
28 ACRES bottom land near today's standards. Rare bargains USED
FURNITURE VALUES:
Murray.
like this are snapped ue by One studio coach sofa, heavy 111
44 ACRES good land, eight sharp home-seekers immediate- beige
' Ill I
WHAT'S
AREN'T YOU
I'M ONLY AN IGNORANT
nylon upholstery, in good
miles east of Murray.
FORGETTING ONE
ly.
THAT
condition, $25.90. Five piece
FISHERMAN.'IOU MUST
'IOU HAVE JEOPARDIZED MY
100 ACRE farm, good brick
THING, YOUR
GIVE me TIME TO LEARN
MEDIUM PRICED, 2-story brick. Duncan Phyfe dinette suite, ma- THRONc BY DEL I BERATELY
home near Kirksey.
MAJESTY 3
hogany drop leaf table, four DISOMYING ME: A GOOD
'THE ROYAL
spacious
This
home
6-room
185 ACRES near Bacuaburg.
rose back chairs, $45.00. One THRASHING WILL RE/AND
WAYS.
t
, ftve miles north of needs a little work, but for the two piece
Kroehler living mom YOU WHO RULES THIS
handyman,
a
it
minor
would
be
Penny.
suite, beige nylon vpisafgligp, `--T KINGDOM .1
FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate chore. Large sun deck. Con- fair
condition. $15.00...1101aea
needs, come by or call Guy veniently located.
oval dram table,
Fl
Spann Real Estate Agency at 4 B. R., 4 B. R., 4 B. R., 4 B. R. style with lyre bused" flea
base, malsOlfEW,
518 West Main, National Hotel Professionally designed, fo'rmmatching
cocktail
table.
Roth
Bullding. Business Phone 753- al dining room, exceptionally for $35.00.
Three piece grogg
7724. Home phone: Goy Spann nice kitchen cabinets, 2-ear ga•
of mahogany tables, very good
753-2587; Louise Baker 753- rage. Choice location overlook- quality, two
glass top step aid
2409; Onyx Ray 8919; Gary ing the countryside
tables and matching round glass
Young 753-8109.
1-25-C
IF YOu'vr.. wen thinking of top cocktail table, in good conselling your hooie, but hate to dition. All three for 125.00.
In
3% ACRES more or less
One mahogany corner table,
Kirksey, includes 2-story brick start showing it, dickering over genuine
Sy•Ilk•••
leather top. In good
papers,
over
legal
looking
price,
house with dining room, 4 bedcondition, only $12.50. 0 n e
forth,
questions,
so
answering
rooms, built in cabinets, carpet
TUCKER good recliner, regular $69.60
753-4342,
In living room, gas heat, good PHONE
quality, green supported vinyl,
well and pump, 40' a 30' ga- REALTY & INSURANCE COM- can't
tell from new, $33.00. E. S.
rage in good condition. On PANY, 502 MAPLE STREET, Diuguid
& Co. 406 Main.
black top road. Can be wen by Murray's oldest real estate firm,
1-25-C
HE'S TH'MOST
appointment. Call 489-3628 af- and let us do all that work.
RED-BLOODED,TWO1-29-C That's our business - that's WRINGER-TYPE washing mater 5:00 p. in.
what we do in return for the chine
and electric stove. Call YORE PAPPY'S NEVAI4
FISTED, ACTION BY OWNER: 5-bedroom brick privilege of serving you-Just
753-3853 after 4:30 p. in. 1-27-C
PACKED
OF ALL
HOMErr
E.
the
room,
COMIN'
Dining
family call us-we'll sell
home
house for
HE-MAN STARS!!
room. GE kitchen, Including dis- you. Call now and let us get REGISTERED quarter hone, DRUTHER HANG ROUND
posal and dishwasher. Large lot. started at once.
sorrel mare in foal; geniie
Vs/-WIF fenced beck yard. Upper twoschilds mount. $275 00 Kirtsay
tiee. C*1 for appointment to sie HOME MOE& Donaki R. & 489-3011
after 5:00 p. in. and woolionds. Peed T., Tucker, 753-5020; BobYELLOW SHELL CORN Mur7513123.
by Grogan, 7534978; W. Paul ray Warehousing
inc Old Con1-38-C rd Road. Phone 753-8220.
NEW 4-BEDROOM brick in Dailey, Jr. 753-8702.
Keeneland Subdivision. Call
1-28-C
753-3903 for further
GROCERY
STORE
equipment:
ton.
J-2154 BY OWNER: 3-bedroom brick
and 35 acres on. Pottertown Large meat ease, large dairy
Road near lokeway Shores. ease, 2 freezers, 2 drirdi boxea,
2%
house
on
SIX-ROOM .frame
Reasonably priced. Phone 431, adding machine, cash register,
280.
Highway
acres of lent on
meat slicer. Phone 753-2250 afJ-314 ter 3:30
1-30-P 2458.
Phone.7534E1.
p m
1-28-C
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Peanuts®

by Charles M. Schulz
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HELP!

EATING Mq PIANO!!

CAL11REPRE DEPARTMENT!
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CAW1WAY 6045 killed le Vietnam

FULTON CITY TOPS
UNIV. SCHOOL &i-72

CoL Orme Mons. Efl, sae at
Mr, red Mrs Oliver ewe et
St. Mary broke open a close Barlow it. I clod at lkee p.m
Apes Is Os third quarter and Ssairday in Vienna as a rem*
s'11111111111111111 411 to defeat the Cal- deli gaffer fire.
WNW
Lakers 80-55 here
Skew a NM peen% d DolFla, Welt
lard Memorial 111. Scemil.
s
a
hese in the U. S.=
11114 01111111111 was *Mt 23-23 at
meet* end had hese
balligewhot the Sifts outin Vietnam swan Emedis.
man. VS /Win 164 in the
tided Manna Ie doe a 030 lead.
He was a mumble el BMW
Baptist Cbordi bore.
With the coat tied at 28-30 at
Besides his parents, servIvors
the 5:07 mark if Imi SW perlachile leer *others, George
iod. the Vikings redid off 11
Themes Same of Climbs&
straight poinu to tehe a 40•N
Ohio. Ray Store rif Patted*.
teed.
Fran** Stens el La Canter awl
Trailing 4130 early I n the
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the
Ported.
Linn
scared
bur*
two sisters, Mrs. Denby Frame
U ended Paints to cut the gap
et New York Qty, and Mn.
be 41141.
Faye Witberspoin el Podium/
Calloway narrowed the CO:Mt
The body tern be Weight to
to 045 at the 3:10 mark. but Jones Fuoaral Home in Barlow
cmddn't get any closer.
Funeral arrangements are In
St. Miry hit 21 of 88 from the
field (33%) while Calloway hit

cd C (32%).
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01111111e Co 60 Sedalia 76
Farm 59 Cubs 53
Cita, 85 Univ. School 72
77 Murray High 53 .
Men 80 Calloway 55
111110ma 61 Rutland 48
Calludia Co. 70 Lyon Co. 51
tibeloona Co. 82 He 46
lispkbreffle 71 Caldieel Co. 30
So. amid= 70 Trigg Co. OS
Webster Co. 88 Fredonia 63
Lone Oekii Ninth Illerehmil 87
Fulton do 80 Halliard $kew 50
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Pirtle collected 26 and Winston
hid 24 a the Fulton** enottled their sealed victory of the
year against 8losses.
The Colts have a season rec
Eird of 4-9.
Pirtle, scoring on short jump
era and tip-ins, also grabbed 24
rebounds.
The Colts' Nelson Waldrop led
all scorers in the tilt with 30
points.
Maim CM
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MURRAY HIM FALLS
TO MAYFIELD 77-53 SEEN & HEARD ...
WiTFIELD, Ky.- The Mayfield Cardinals extended their
present winning street to six
games by whipping the Murray
Tigers 77-53 in a gaine played
here Friday night.
Mayfield is now 10-4 on the
year, Murray slipped to 5-8.
The Cards hit on 73 of 53 from
the field for 46 per cent, while
the Tigers could only connect
!or 16 of Si for a lowly 26 per
:mt. At the line, Mayfield hit
31 of 41, Murray netted 21 of
37.
Mayfield outreboonded the
visitors, 53-38.
Jerry Sanders claimed game
scoring honors with 21 points.
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Piro Olieriet D•diaes - The First District of the Kentucky State Medical
Society
met on Wednesday night at the Paducah Country
Club. Seated, left to right are Mrs.
Moot Gardner, president-elect of the women's auxiliary; Mrs.
William McD•atts, current president; Mn. C. C. Lowry and Mrs. John Guaitermou
s of Murray; Standing left to right
Sr. Or. Harold Priddlo; Or, Honey Asenan, president
of the Kentucky Medical Society;
Dr. John Clueeermous of Murray, chairman of the
Paducah Medical Association; Dr. Donald Boucher, president of the McCracken County Medical
Society; Dr. C. C. Lowry, of Murray, master et ceremonies; Robert Cox, executive secretary of
the society, and Mrs. Boucher.
The program included the showing of slides presented
by Or, Allman concerning the Amerkan Medical Organization obligations and
a speech by Dr. Odetormous on Cho/Irina< with
the topic "Being Involved".

LOCAL PEOPLE ... Mayfield
Woman Is
Killed

Thanks to the folks who call us
from time to time with information, comments, questions, (Continued Front Paid Ono)
criticisms, suggestions, etc. We Harry
A. Martin, secretary.
do care what people think.
manager of the Community Deoekipment Foundation in Tupelo,
Waiter Hickle was finally conwill be the featured speaker at
firmed as Secretary of the Interior. One thing for sure, he the meeting, which begins at
7 p.m. at Puryear SchooL Martin
knows he is being watched
conceived of and was largely
H. has been placed in the posi- responsible for the formation of
tion ot having to prove himself. the Foundation in Tupelo.
County Judge Harold Jackson,
Commander Bucher has been who has worked with a temporplaced in the position of hav- erg committee at Puryear to get
the program started here, will
ing to prim be. innocence.
Introduce the guest speaker.
Mrs.
Shannon
McCallum,
Ylieorge Hales of the Chicago statistician with The Mitchum
Beara established the Nnotecord for longest fumble return Company, is chairman of the
temporary organization. She said
with a 98 yarder in 1923.
that it is hoped that a permanent
ip
re can be formed in the near

MAYFIELD, Ky., Jan, 34 Mrs Ann Emeriaa McFarland,
43-year-old Mayfield woman.
was killed ig a two-car traffic
accident a mile north of here
on U.S. 45 early this evening.
State Trooper Ezra Meador
said the accident occurred at
5 . 30 p.m. Mrs. McFarland, a
hearing aid agent, resided at
"JIB So. 10th Street. She died
some 35 minutes after the accident at Fuller-Morgan Hospital.
Trooper Meador said Mrs. McFarland apparently lost control
of her auto while travelling north
on the four-lane section of U.S.
45. She crossed the median and
struck an oncoming southbound
car head-on.
The other vehicle was drives
by Rexie Morris Cope, 52, of 313
Boone Street, Mayfield.
Mr. Cope was removed to Mayfield Hospital, and was listed be
serious condition with chest mad
head injuries.
Mrs. McFarland is survived
by her mother, Mrs. Jane Simpson, Mayfield Rt. 2. The body
was removed to Byrn Funeral
Home.
Both autos involved in the accident were badly damaged.

Subidvision.
Woodrow Rickman and Ricky
Robert Elkins to Dpnald,
Richman to Walter K. Thompson
Watson; lot in lUng8Wood Subdiv- and Nancy C. Thompson;prgper t
ision.
on U. S. Highway 641,
Charles H. Irran and ()meth
Luke Woodard and Mary FranHarold Eversmeyer and Ruth Iran to Larry Ward or Linda ces Woodard to George I. BrinkWasaaill
22
3a SS 17
J. Eversmeyer to City of Murray; Ward, 25 acres on State Line ley of Henderson; property in CaManes
IS as 4i) 33
easement for water and sewer Road.
11LAITIZLD (731-eittaire 11. Walklloway County.
-er a. Ram 14 Brirwe 4. leaders
lines on property on North 19th
Keniana Development Compa31.
Rice Futrell and Doyle A. Futreeler kb. Ford 13Street between College Farm Ro- ny, Inc., to Douglas E. Awe rell to William P. Dailey, Jr.,
111.1111AT 13114-41simmth IS. lamabeetle S. GSW 11. Grate. 7.-tarlor
S.
and Alice M. Aune, one lot; Hen- Cheryl D. Dailey, George L. Stad and Sherrie Lane.
Lomb 11. semi13
James A. Allbritten and Janice ry R. Butler and Celia Butler or ockton, and Linda Kay Stockton;
Allbritten to City of Murray; Gary, Ind., one lot, Jerry J. 1.5 acres on U. S. Highway 641
easement for water and sewer li- Myers, Beverly D. Myers, John and Utterback Road.
nes on property on North 19011 L. Brown, Jr., and Pamela A.
Charles Caldwell, Estelle CaOther members of the temporStreet between College Farm Ro- Brown, all of Louisville, one ldwell, Edward Y. Morgan, and
lit committee are Robert Newad and Sherrie Lane.
lot; Jausette T. Witkowski of Lillian A, Morgan to Hollie A.
comb, Williams Atchison, Mn
Harold Anderson and Glenda Chicago, III. one lot.
Alderctice and Lucy E. Alderdice;
Ruth Page, Mrs. Glee Levi's,
Anderson to Bobby Edmonsonand
Virgil Darnell
'
and Otha Mae two lots in East Y Manor Subdivtbo Rev. A. Taylor and Mrs.
Martha Edmonson; property on Darnell to Eddie Darnell and ision.
Peary Nichols.
Ole Murray Concord Read.
Brenda Darnell; property on SpArdell Phillips and Evelyn PhDr. kips L. Potts, profeeror
Gene P. Sammons and-Martha ring Creek Road.
illips of Cape Girardeau, Mo., to
of histciry development at Bethel
J, Sam MOILS to Paul R.Mansfield
Jerry Roberts and Linda Rob- Wayne Presson and Mar iorie PrCollege in McKenzie, and Wiland Anita D. Mansfield; lot in erts to Ed Carroll; lot in Kings. esson of East Prairie, Mo.; lot
Hien Sublett of the Tennessee
Dawn Heights Subdivision.
wood Subdivision.
in Panorama Shores Subdivision.
Area Development Office In
Western Tile Company to Fred
Jackson have been counseling
V. Bradshaw and Carolyn B. Brwith the group about the formaadshaw, lot in Keeneland Subtion a a foundation. Dr. Potts is
division.
expected to be present for the
Dan Shipley and Mary B. Shipober
Monday evening program in
ley to Ruble Thurman and LaverPuryear.
ne Thurman, lot in Fairview Ac"Tupelo's plan of cooperation
res Subdivision.
between businessmen and farCentral Center, Murray, Inc.,
mers has been copied throughNOW YOU KNOW
signed by Robert E. Humphreys,
out the South and portions of by United Press Internet-mil Jr., president, and J ane G. Humpthe plan have been adopted as Only five playes in the hist- hreys, secretary, to Kroger Cothe basis of the Department of ory of the American theater mpany, an Ohio Corporation
,sigAgriculture's program of rural have won the "Triple Crown"- ned by S. E. Hungerford, vice-prdevelopment now being intro- the Pulitzer Prize for Drama, esident, Memphis Division,lease
duced from the 13-county dio the New York Drama Critics on 14,361 acres in Central Center
trict of Northeast Minnesota Circle Award and the Anton- Shopping Center located at U. S.
and to the Gulf of Mexico as the Mete Perry Award. The last Highway 641 and Arcadia Court
best approach yet found to the was in 1965, "The Subject was In city of Murray beginning Octproblem of rural development," Roses" by Frank Gilroy.
ober 1, 1969 to September 90,
lin. McCallum said.
1984.
"Official representatives of the
A. C. Burton and Eva Burton
ATTEND CONFERENCE
Philippine government, after a
to Calloway County, Ky.; lease
tour of much of the United
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., on four acres on Old Newburg
States, described the Tupelo Mrs. Goldia Curd, Mrs. Nelle Road from December 1, 1968
Plan as 'exactly the thing we Eaton, Nat Ryan Hughes, Dr. to the last day of November1969;
James Byrn, C. B. Ford, 0. C. lessee shall pay $100 upon exechave been looking for.'
The program was described by licLemore, mid ifletitrt Doug- ution of this lease and shall then
the late Paul Chapman, dean las of the First United Method- receive $100 worth of gravel out
of the University of Georgia ist Church attended the called of above described pit at five
College of Agriculture, as the session of the Memphis Annual cents a yard and after lessee
CZECHS MOURN STUDENT - Thousands of Czech citizens and
"Most important, the most com- Conference at Christ Church, has _taken out $100 worth of gray.
ettidents from Prague's qniversities Mid secondary schools
Are.
Memphis,
Tenn.. on Thursday. el, he shall pay in addition to
plete, the mod successful rural
lam Wenceslas Square to Mourn student JanPalach, who
This oriodol of corwisol-reorty equipment tanks, tied's, etc., is cerepectly
$100 mentioned above five cents
pieced irt-orse of the UARO's program in this country."
burned himself to death to protest the Soviet occupation. A
undelloil 'tumidity warehouses it, Osinsiniey.
a yard for all gravel removed
(united Stems Army timely). The Tupelo Plan differs from
second Czech set himself afire three days later,
from lessors' premises during
&oat other programs in three
Sy NORMAN SICIAREWITZ
there, each outfit's gunr. comterm
Ceistral Press Association Correspondent
of this lease.
respects: it is befit around communications equipment and rollMANNHEIM, Germany Some 12,000, American combat
troops ing stock were waiting, gassed munity effort rather than notatare now at their U 8 bares for special winter
ed individual effort, it emphamaneuvers not up and ready for action.
Calloway County Land Comfar from the Czech frontier Backing up the
• • •
GIs will be 3.500
sizes farm management rather
pany to Bobby McDougal and LauAir Force men who'll beef up Yank air power
in Western EuNOTHING is being left to than mere high production in unra McDougal; lot in Pine Bluff
rope with four more Phantom jet fighter squadrons.
chance. -When a driver turn* related farm enterprises, and It
Shores Subdivision.
Since the exercises. originally scheduled for spring,
were hur- on the ignition, the vehicle will ranks
high industrial productiviC. W. Jones and Dortha B.
riedly set up under North Atlantic Treaty Organizatio
n aegis. roll." says Capt. Thomas Darty on a par with high farm
they're seen as a blunt reminder to the Soviet
Jones to J. N. Cutland and ModUnion of U.S nall of Dallas, Tex. All through
productivity.
ability to whip troops out across the Atlantic on short
elle Outland; lot in Richland SubDecember, the men in his 1st
notice.
Just the same. these GIs COMP doer to being nothing more than
"We hope that all interested
division,
maintenance battalion worked
high-flying tourists and not combat ready fighters
Robert Young, Janie Young,
Reason Each seven days a week and plAity citizens will avail themselves of
Private Dining Room
man is coming out to this Cold war hot spot with just
his rifle of nights, removing preserva- the opportunity to bear Mr. MarRuble Thurman, and Laverne Th(Call For Reservations)
and personal articles. This might keep the
overweight baggage tives from engines, radios and tin, who played such a lending
urman to Billy Rue Nix and Jan6 A. M. to le P. M.
problem down, but it could make Pr a pretty weak fighting
J. C. Ga I iimore 7 day a week
force guns and making whatever re- role in development of the Tupeice Paschall Nix; lot in Westwood
This isn't a case of bureaucratic bungling. however Thanks
to pairs are needed
lo
Plan,"
Mrs.
McCallum
mid.
some long-range Pentagon planning, all heavy irreitAns
The U.S. Army has eight such "We certainly need
and supthe support
porting vehicles and equipment
. maintenance
battalions In Ger- of as many civic ladders
in our
needed by the participants in ing up with some needed gear many
with the sole job of procountry as we can get if this
Operational Reforger were not avallebie or not in working cessing.
and preserving heavy
program is successfully 1011 nchready and waiting for them order.
equipment and bringing it bac*
0
when they landed in Europe
eel in Henry County."
That didn't make sense In out of hibernation again,
view of the need for fast de• • •
Together they're designed to

abtradd
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In West Germany

Army's "Pre-Positioned" Supply Points
Have Weapons, Gear Ready for'U.S. GIs
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ployment of combat troops to swing into action in the
event
AT THREE special Army
,rouble spots so the Defeo., of a outbreak of hostilities
that
BREACH OF PEACE
-Pre-Positioned- euPDIY points
_Department evolved the new would bring U.S troops
back
-Kaiserslautern, Karlsruhe'
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SOUNDS UNBELIEVABLE !
WHY NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING IS BEST!

This ad is the size of• postal card. It would cod you over
$215.00 in postage alone to mail a postal card to the tame
number of families reached each day by an advertisement
In the Ledger k Tinees. Add to mall costa the cost of
printing and handling and you have a cost of over $265 00.
The same space in the Ledger & Times on a regular program will cod only 87.20. You wive hundreds of dollars,
bid even more important newspaper advertising moves
inerehandise, stimulates action, and increases sales and
profits. Phone 753-1918.

"REVOLUTION" Lars sva
rnrm tired of drabneas in
incn's clothing, is trying for
n "revolution" by dressing
this way in Helsinki, FMland's capital. •
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